**VISITOR MAP**

**LEVEL 4**
- **Yawkey Coral Reef Center**
  See a variety of Caribbean species, including gently swaying garden eels.
- **Giant Ocean Tank**
  Walk around the spiral ramp to watch turtles—including Myrtle the green sea turtle—and colorful fishes swim around the coral reef.

**LEVEL 3**
- **Freshwater Gallery**
  See piranha, anaconda, salmon, and an electric eel.
- **Northern Waters Gallery**
  Visit with sea birds and explore the Gulf of Maine and Olympic Coast exhibits.

**LEVEL 2**
- **Temperate Waters Gallery**
  See giant groupers and delicate seadragons.

**LEVEL 1**
- **Harbor Seals**
  Visit our endearing harbor seals outdoors on the Aquarium Plaza.
- **The Trust Family Foundation Shark and Ray Touch Tank**
  Check out our mangrove-themed exhibit with cownose rays, Atlantic rays, and epaulette sharks.
- **Science of Sharks**
  Get up close to some small but mighty shark species and discover their remarkable adaptations.
- **African Penguins**
  Watch these charming birds preen and play.
- **Blue Planet Action Center**
  Learn about challenges facing the blue planet and the Aquarium’s leading role in ocean conservation.
- **Tropical Gallery**
  See colorful clownfish, lionfish, and live coral.
- **New Balance Foundation Marine Mammal Center**
  Get up close to the northern fur seals and California sea lions.
- **Rockhopper Penguins**
  See the penguins with the yellow crests.

Need assistance during your visit? Call the Information Desk at 617-973-5271.

In the event of an emergency, please follow any audible prompts and exit by following lighted exit signs out of the building.
Daily Presentation and Feeding Schedule*

9:00 a.m.  Penguins feeding
10:00 a.m.  Giant Ocean Tank presentation
11:00 a.m.  Giant Ocean Tank presentation
             Penguins presentation (Sat/Sun only)
11:15 a.m.  Harbor Seals presentation
12:00 p.m.  Sea Lions presentation in the
             Marine Mammal Center
2:00 p.m.   Giant Ocean Tank presentation
             Sea Lions presentation in the
             Marine Mammal Center
2:30 p.m.   Penguins feeding; presentation (Mon–Fri only)
3:00 p.m.   Giant Ocean Tank presentation
3:30 p.m.   Harbor Seals presentation

*This schedule is subject to change. Please confirm times at the Information Desk upon arrival.